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Spellsinger
Born without magical abilities in a magic world, Joram
flees to the Outlands after being exiled from his
village, and joins the scholar Saryon, practitioner of
the outlawed arts of science and creator of the
Darksword

The Mirror of Her Dreams
The Art of the Motor includes analyses of such recent
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developments as nanotechnology and virtual reality.
It conjures a world in which information is speed and
duration is no more. Information as speed? This, Paul
Virilio tells us, is the third dimension of matter-the
speed of the transmission of information has
collapsed the extension of the dimension of space and
the duration of the dimension of time.

The Art of the Motor
Pursued by assassins, Haplo, the only one who knows
the location of the mysterious Seventh Gate, and his
old companion, Alfred, seek refuge in the Labyrinth, a
lethal prison maze whose inhabitants are condemned
to death.

The Spectral Blaze
Filled with heroes and heroines and spanning locales
of exotic adventure in a magic-forged world, the
Dragonships of Vindras series fully illustrates the
mastery of world-building and storytelling that has
made Weis and Hickman into the bestselling fantasy
co-authors of all time. In Bones of the Dragon, Skylan
Ivorson is a sea-raider of the Vindras and eventually
becomes the Chief of Chiefs of all Vindras clans, an
honor he truly feels he deserves as one who has been
blessed by Skoval, the god of war. But sometimes a
blessing is a curse in disguise. Skoval and the other
ancient gods are under siege from a new generation
of gods who are challenging them for the powers of
creation and the only way to stop these brash
interlopers lies within the mysterious and hidden Five
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Bones of the Vektan Dragons. It will be up to the
Vindras people, as the dragon-goddess's champions,
to undertake the quest to recover all Five. The fate of
the Old Gods and the Vindras rests on their
recovery--for this is not only a quest to save the
world. It is also a quest for redemption. Welcome to
the World of Dragonships! At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

Dragons of the Highlord Skies
The Great War of the Gods means nothing to the
proud people on the mortal planet - until Akhran the
Wandering God decrees the union of two mighty
feuding clans. Though the families are fierce Warriors,
they are few in number. Even the marriage of
Khardan and Zohra is not enough to over power the
strength of the invading army or prevent the
imprisonment of their peoples. Now, with Khardan
and Zohra mysteriously missing - seemingly cowards
who hid from certain defeat - the two clans have lost
all hope of ever again seeing their beloved open
skies. But Prince Khardan and Princess Zohra, aided
by the wizard Matthew, have been given another
mission . . . a mission that at first seems less useful
than counting the many grains of the desert sands,
but soon proves to be of far more lasting importance.

Forging the Darksword
Aoth and the Brotherhood of the Griffon have
succeeded in rescuing Tchazzar, the lost king of
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Chessenta and a formidable red dragon, and are
rewarded with a contract to aid in his war with a
powerful dracolich. But the more Aoth sees of the
war, the more suspicious he becomes that the
Brotherhood may be just a pawn in a cutthroat
draconic game that puts whole kingdoms at risk--a
game played for stakes of gold and blood. And the
more he sees the game play out, the more he realizes
that he will have to become a player in this most
dangerous of games if he wants the Realms to remain
free.

The Prophet of Akhran
With The Chronicles of Thomas Covenant, Stephen R.
Donaldson changed the face of fantasy fiction forever.
In The Mirror of Her Dreams, the astonishing first
novel in the two-volume Mordant’s Need series,
Donaldson shows us a world of wondrous beauty and
seductive illusion, where mirrors hold the deadliest of
magics and nothing is what it seems. . . . The
daughter of rich but neglectful parents, Terisa Morgan
lives alone in a New York City apartment, a young
woman who has grown to doubt her own existence.
Surrounded by the flat reassurance of mirrors, she
leads an unfulfilled life—until the night a strange man
named Geraden comes crashing through one of her
mirrors, on a quest to find a champion to save his
kingdom of Mordant from a pervasive evil that
threatens the land. Terisa is no champion. She wields
neither magic nor power. And yet, much to her own
surprise, when Geraden begs her to come back with
him, she agrees. Now, in a culture where women are
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little more than the playthings of powerful men, in a
castle honeycombed with secret passages and clever
traps, in a kingdom threatened from without and
within by enemies able to appear and vanish out of
thin air, Terisa must become more than the pale
reflection of a person. For the way back to Earth is
closed to her. And the enemies of Mordant will stop at
nothing to see her dead.

Citadels of the Lost
THE RATS AND THE RULING SEA begins where THE
RED WOLF CONSPIRACY ended; Thasha's wedding is
hours away. It is a wedding that will both fulfil the
promise of a mad god's return and see her murdered.
Pazel has thwarted the sorcerer who would bring back
the god but both sides now face deadlock. Can
Thasha be saved? Can the war between two Empires
be stopped? THE RATS AND THE RULING SEA is, once
again, focused on the giant ancient ship, the
CHATHRAND, but now she must brave the terrors of
the uncharted seas; the massive storms and the ship
swallowing whirlpools and explore lands forgotten by
the Northern world, all the time involved in a vicious
running battle with a ship half her size but nearly her
match. Robert Redick's new novel takes the reader
further into the labyrinthine plots and betrayals that
have underscored the trilogy from the beginning.
Robert Redick's sequel to the acclaimed THE RED
WOLF CONSPIRACY is a masterpiece of plotting and
adventure. As each page turns the reader shares with
the characters the dawning realisation that nothing is
at it seems.
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Magic Kingdom for Sale/sold!
As Anne McCaffrey is to science fiction, Margaret Weis
is to fantasy . . . for she is the genre's Mistress of
Dragons Mistress of Dragons is the first volume in an
epic fantasy trilogy entitled The Dragonvald. Here is a
world where men and dragons coexist amid political
intrigue and dark magic, where the uneasy balance of
power between the two is on the verge of becoming
undone, threatening to unleash waves of destruction
that will pit humans against humans as well as
dragons against men for the domination of the world.
Humanity's very survival is at risk . . . . The power to
hold the chaos at bay, the terrible secret that
maintains the balance, rests in the hands of a new
and inexperienced Mistress of Dragons At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Seventh Gate
The rise of an evil alien race empowered by a new
form of magic forces the remnants of humanity to
search for a newly forged Darksword

Mistress of Dragons
After the overwhelming defeat of their tribes, Khardan
and Zohra find themselves prisoners of an evil god's
disciples - and in danger of losing their honor, their
lives and their souls!

Into the Labyrinth
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Once humans had magic and an alliance with
dragons. Now they and the other races have been
enslaved by the Rhonas Empire-the elves-and can't
even remember the world the way it used to be. But
thanks to the intervention of one determined dwarf
and the human slave warrior known as Drakis, all of
that is about to change.

Guardians of the Lost
FACE-OFF A jealous teammate can lead to danger on
the ice. When it comes to skating, Scott Harrison can't
be beat. Still, he can't believe it when he's asked to
play for the Golden Bears hockey team. But soon his
excitement turns to doubt, then fear, when a resentful
teammate ruins his confidence. Scott must confront
his nemesis or give up his dream of playing hockey
forever.

The Second Generation
Ages ago, sorcerers of unmatched power sundered a
world into four realms—sky, stone, fire, and
water—then vanished. Over time, magicians learned
to work spells only in their own realms and forgot the
others. Now only the few who have survived the
Labyrinth and crossed the Death Gate know of the
presence of all four realms—and even they have yet
to unravel the mysteries of their severed world. . . . In
Arianus, Realm of Sky, humans, elves, and dwarves
battle for control of precious water—traversing a
world of airborne islands on currents of elven magic
and the backs of mammoth dragons. But soon great
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magical forces will begin to rend the fabric of this
delicate land. An assassin will be hired to kill a royal
prince—by the king himself. A dwarf will challenge the
beliefs of his people—and lead them in rebellion. And
a sinister wizard will enact his plan to rule Arianus—a
plan that may be felt far beyond the Realm of Sky and
into the Death Gate itself.

The Lost King
From New York Times bestselling author and leading
fantasists Margaret Weis and Robert Krammes comes
Kingmaker, the thrilling conclusion to the
swashbuckling Dragon Corsairs series. In this exciting
adventure, Kate and Sophia and their dragon Dalgren
form a desperate plan to free Phillip from prison.
Thomas is crowned king and discovers a plot by King
Ullr to invade Freya. And Henry is forced to flee to the
Aligoes where he makes a discovery that could
change the fortunes of his beleaguered nation. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Darksword Trilogy
The Chronicles retold--from evil's point of view. The
story starts in Neraka, where Kitiara uth Matar and
Emperor Ariakas hatch a plan to retrieve a dragon orb
and thereby destroy Solamnia and the Companions in
one fell swoop. But the guardian of the dragon orb,
Highlord Feal-Thas, disagrees with this plan. Kitiara
must go to Ice Wall to force him to accept Ariakas'
will, but her journey does not end there. Thrown out
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of favor, she conceives a daring plan to enlist the aid
of the most feared beings on Krynn--Lord Soth and
the Dark Queen. Meanwhile, Laurana and the
Companions retrieve the dragon orb and take it back
to Solamnia--not knowing that they bring their allies'
doom with them. The second volume of a new trilogy
from celebrated authors Margaret Weis and Tracy
Hickman, The Lost Chronicles details the famed War
of the Lance from the perspective of the evil that
menaces Krynn. The books are written in such a way
that they will be marvelous complements to the
original Chronicles, while at the same time accessible
and exciting to new readers. From the Paperback
edition.

The Will of the Wanderer
From acclaimed New York Times bestselling fantasists
Margaret Weis and Tracy Hickman comes the
spellbinding conclusion to the epic adventure of
wonder, courage, magic, and ambition that is the
breathtaking world of the Sovereign Stone. Over two
hundred years have passed since the mystical
Sovereign Stone was shattered and the world of
Loerem faced its most dangerous test ever—the rise
of the dark lord Dagnarus. But now Dagnarus has
stirred from the Void and seeks the utter conquest of
all Loerem. Leading a seemingly unstoppable horde of
bestial, powerful minions and a host of insidious
undead, Dagnarus captures mortal kingdom after
mortal kingdom, until he stands before the very gates
of New Vinnengael, as traitors within the city plot to
yield the crown to the undead lord. In the darkness
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and turmoil that follows, all heroes must first master
their own fears and weaknesses before they can take
up the fight to stop Dagnarus, and the company
spreads across many lands to face many perils.
Mortally wounded by a Blood-knife wielded by an
undead Vrykyl knight, the Baron Shadamehr lies
dying, and even the many skills of his beautiful,
beloved Alise may not be able to save him. Others
face desperate journeys through hostile lands and
difficult tests of character. And, unsuspected, a
deadly Vrykyl stalks the pecwae Bashae—and his
precious burden, the human portion of the Sovereign
Stone—through the streets of New Vinnengael. Yet
the gods have their own plans for this imperiled land,
and drawn by an unknown call, the Dominion Lords
head for the Portal of the Gods, the mystical, haunted
site of Dagnarus’s terrible treachery two hundred
years beforehand. For if all the parts of the sundered
Sovereign Stone can be reunited, the Dominion Lords
can stop Dagnarus’s unholy plans for domination. But
one piece is still missing. . . . As the past and present
converge in a desperate race to determine the future,
an unlikely hero will arise. A man who will become far
more than he ever dreamed possible and who holds
the fate of all Loerem in his hands. And to save
Loerem he must venture into a realm of utter terror
and darkness . . . into the very blackness of the Void
itself.

Forging the Darksword
Blending science fiction and fantasy, the second book
of the Coldfire Trilogy continues a dark tale of an alien
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world where nightmares are made manifest. Two
men, absolute enemies, must unite to conquer an evil
greater than anything their world has ever known.
One is a warrior priest ready to sacrifice anything and
everything for the cause of humanity's progress; the
other, a sorcerer who has survived for countless
centuries by a total submission to evil. In their joint
quest, both will be irrevocably changed. When True
Night Falls is the sequel to C. S. Friedman's acclaimed
Black Sun Rising.

Journey into the Void
The innocence of youth lost in war… In the fiery siege
of the city of Hope’s End the young mage Raistlin
must leave behind his ideals to save himself and his
brother. Yet as Raistlin and Caramon train as
mercenaries, far away another soul is forged in the
heat of battle. Another path is chosen, and a future
dragon highlord begins her rise to power. She is
Kitiara Uth Matar, the twins’ half sister.

Darksword Adventures
For two centuries the portion of the great Sovereign
Stone belonging to the humans of Loerem was lost
from sight and memory. But there are those who dare
never forget A magical relic has been miraculously
recovered -- and the battle for the future of Loerem
begins. It is a nightmare conflict that will ensnare
dwarf, human, elf, and orken beings, as the immortal
dark lord Dagnarus launches terrible war from the
blackest depths of the Void. And now heros must
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emerge from the most unlikely corners of the world to
deny Dagnarus the awesome power of the Stone -- or
suffer the hideous damnation of his hellish reign.

Brothers in Arms
Collects eleven stories set during the War of Souls
about forbidding places and dangerous creatures,
including dragons, Qualinesti rebels, gnomes, and
ghosts.

When True Night Falls
Snatched through a portal into a land of magic, a
young musician must use a mysterious, multistring
duar to rescue the world into which he has fallen
before he can return to his own Jonathan Thomas
Meriweather is a typical college student, interested in
girls, music, and an occasional taste of reefer. But
when a journey through an interdimensional portal
lands him in a world of talking animals and ominous
sorcery, he finds he is on a very different trip indeed.
Here, when he plays a strange instrument called a
duar, peculiar things happen-powerful magic that may
be the only way to stop a dark force that threatens his
new world-and his old one. Reluctantly, he finds
himself teaming up with a semi-senile turtle wizard; a
thieving, backstabbing otter; and a bewildered
Marxist dragon to rally an army for the war about to
come. Spellsinger, the first in Alan Dean Foster's eightbook Spellsinger series, introduces a world of magic
and mayhem, where animals are people and plunging
ahead no matter what the consequences may be the
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only way to survive. "One of the most consistently
inventive and fertile writers of science fiction and
fantasy." -The Times "Alan Dean Foster is a master of
creating alien worlds." -SFRevu "Foster knows how to
spin a yarn." -Starlog "Foster does a fine job with his
misfit heroes and even with his minor characters."
-Publishers Weekly The New York Times-bestselling
author of more than 110 books, Alan Dean Foster is
one of the most prominent writers of modern science
fiction and fantasy. Born in New York City in 1946, he
studied filmmaking at UCLA, but first found success in
1968 when a horror magazine published one of his
short stories. In 1972 he wrote his first novel, The TarAiym Krang, the first in his Pip and Flinx series
featuring the Humanx Commonwealth, a universe he
has explored in more than twenty-five novels. Foster
also created the Spellsinger series and has written
dozens of bestselling film novelizations, as well as the
story for Star Trek: The Motion Picture. An avid world
traveler, he chronicles some of his own adventures in
the wild in his memoir Predators I Have Known (2011).
Foster lives with his family in Prescott, Arizona.

Fire Sea
From the bestselling authors of The Rose of the
Prophet and The Death Gate Cycle, the first in a
majestic saga of magic, fantasy, and adventure In the
enchanted realm of Merilon, magic is life. Born
without magical abilities and denied his birthright,
Joram is left for dead. Yet he grows to manhood in a
remote country village, hiding his lack of powers only
through constant vigilance and ever more skillful
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sleight-of-hand. Forced to kill a man in self-defense,
Joram can keep his secret from the townspeople no
longer: he has no magic, no life. Fleeing to the
Outlands, Joram joins the outlawed Technologists,
who practice the long forbidden arts of science. Here
he meets the scholarly catalyst Saryon, who has been
sent on a special mission to hunt down a mysterious
“dead man” and instead finds himself in a battle of
wits and power with a renegade warlock of the dark
Duuk-tsarith caste. Together, Joram and Saryon begin
their quest toward a greater destiny—a destiny that
begins with the discovery of the secret books that will
enable them to overthrow the evil usurper Blachloch .
. . and forge the powerful magic-absorbing
Darksword.

Dragon Wing
Song of the Dragon
Chaos is everywhere as the Lord of the Nexus orders
his servant Haplo and the human child known as Bane
to further their master's work on Arianus, the realm of
air. But their one time companion Alfred has been
cast into the deadly Labyrinth. And somehow the
assassin Hugh the Hand has been resurrected to
complete his dark mission. More important, the evil
force that Haplo and Alfred discovered on Arianus has
escaped. As Haplo's doubts about his master grow
deeper, he must decide whether to obey the Lord of
the Nexus or betray the powerful Patrynand endeavor
to bring peace to the universe. From the Paperback
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edition.

The Hand of Chaos
The Redemption of Althalus
The first book in the critically acclaimed Obsidian and
Blood trilogy: Year One-Knife, Tenochtitlan the capital
of the Aztecs. Human sacrifice and the magic of the
living blood are the only things keeping the sun in the
sky and the earth fertile. A Priestess disappears from
an empty room drenched in blood. It should be a
usual investigation for Acatl, High Priest of the
Dead--except that his estranged brother is involved,
and the the more he digs, the deeper he is drawn into
the political and magical intrigues of noblemen,
soldiers, and priests-and of the gods themselves
REVIEWS: ‘ gripping mystery steeped in blood and
ancient Aztec magic. I was enthralled.’ — Sean
Williams ‘An Aztec priest of the dead tries to solve a
murder mystery, and finds that politics may be even
more powerful than magic. A vivid portrayal of an
interesting culture in a truly fresh fantasy novel.’ —
Kevin J. Anderson ‘Amid the mud and maize of the
Mexica empire, Aliette de Bodard has composed a
riveting story of murder, magic and sibling rivalry.’ —
Elizabeth Bear ‘The world-building is exquisite and we
*believe* we are transported to the 15th century
Tenotichtlan and together with the superb voice they
formed the main reason I enjoyed this book so much
Highly recommended Ms. de Bodard is a writer to
watch.’ — Fantasy Book Critic
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Doom of the Darksword
Offers comprehensive information on the world of
Darksword, revealing the never-before-told history of
Thimhallan, the secret texts of its priestly caste, and
expanded character backgrounds

Servant of the Underworld
The second novel in the "enthralling" (Midwest Book
Review) Annals of Drakis fantasy epic The Rhonas
Empire of the elves is built upon an unquenchable
thirst for conquest. The elves control the Aether—the
mystical substance that fuels their magic. And one
use of this Aether is to compel total obedience on the
part of the slaves drawn from the races they have
defeated. But there are legends that tell of an age
when humans and the other slave races were free,
ruling powerful empires of their own. Tales carried
down from generation to generation speak of a hero
who will lead an uprising against the empire. That
hero, so the stories say, will be a human named
Drakis. When a captive dwarf called Jugar works Aer
magic to destroy the Aether wells of the Western
Provinces, it signals the start of a rebellion straight
out of legend. In the ensuing chaos, the warrior-slave
named Drakis, along with a small group of fellow
slaves, flees—lured on by a melody that coils itself
around his mind and conjures disturbing visions of
dark wings, claws, iridescent scales, and fire. Pursued
by the Rhonas Iblisi Inquisitors, this desperate band of
fugitives makes its way across the ocean only to find
a desolated, seemingly lifeless land. Following the
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melody he alone can hear, Drakis stumbles on the
incredible truth: dragons are real. Attacked by these
fierce, fire-breathing beings, the group escapes
through a fold that opens into the remains of a oncegreat empire. Cut off from the world they know, can
they survive the dangers of this treacherous realm,
and find a way back to those they left
behind—bringing the truth of the legends to the army
of the rebellion even now being raised in the name of
Drakis?

The Gone-Away World
Born without magical abilities in a magic world, Joram
flees to the Outlands after being exiled from his
village, and joins the scholar Saryon, practitioner of
the outlawed arts of science and creator of the
Darksword

Bones of the Dragon
A hilarious, action-packed look at the apocalypse that
combines a touching tale of friendship, a thrilling war
story, and an all out kung-fu infused mission to save
the world. Gonzo Lubitch and his best friend have
been inseparable since birth. They grew up together,
they studied kung-fu together, they rebelled in
college together, and they fought in the Go Away War
together. Now, with the world in shambles and dark,
nightmarish clouds billowing over the wastelands,
they have been tapped for an incredibly perilous
mission. But they quickly realize that this assignment
is more complex than it seems, and before it is over
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they will have encountered everything from mimes,
ninjas, and pirates to one ultra-sinister mastermind,
whose only goal is world domination.

The Paladin of the Night
Since time began, twenty Gods have ruled the
universe. Though each god possessed different
abilities, each was all-powerful within his realm. Now
one of the Gods has upset the balance of power,
leaving the others scrambling for control in the new
order Here is the epic tale of the Great War of the
Gods - and the proud people upon whom the fate of
the world depends. When the God of the desert,
Akhran the Wanderer, declares that two clans must
band together despite their centuries-old rivalry, their
first response is outrage. But they are a devout
people and so reluctantly bow to his bidding. Enemies
from birth, the headstrong Prince Khardan and
impetuous Princess Zohra must unite in marriage to
stop Quar, the God of Reality, Greed, and Law, from
enslaving their people. But can Khardan and Zohra
keep from betraying each other? Can their two
peoples maintain their fragile alliance until the longawaited flowering of the legendary Rose of the
Prophet? Against the powerful legions of the evil Amir,
Khardan and Zohra fight to save the desert people - a
fight unexpectedly joined by an exiled wizard named
Matthew and the mysterious powers of his alien land.

Triumph of the Darksword
Years have passed since the end of the War of the
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Lance. The people of Ansalon have rebuilt their lives,
their houses, their families. The Companions of the
Lance, too, have returned to their homes, raising
children and putting the days of their heroic deeds
behind them. But peace on Krynn comes at a price.
The forces of darkness are ever vigilant, searching for
ways to erode the balance of power and take control.
When subtle changes begin to permeate the fragile
peace, new lives are drawn into the web of fate
woven around all the races. The time has come to
pass the sword -- or the staff -- to the children of the
Lance. They are the Second Generation.

The Search for Magic
Abarrach, the Realm of stone. Here, on a barren world
of underground caverns built around a core of molten
lava, the lesser races -- humans, elves, and dwarves -seem to have all died off. Here, too, what may well be
the last remnants of the once powerful Sartan still
struggle to survive. For Haplo and Alfred -- enemies
by heritage, traveling companions by necessity -Abarrach may reveal more than either dares to
discover about the history of Sartan and the future of
all their descendants. From the Paperback edition.

The Rats and the Ruling Sea
Volume III in the heroic saga of magic, betrayal and
adventure, The Darksword Trilogy. In the realm where
magic is life, Joram was one of the Dead. Born without
power, he was denies his royal birthright and
sentenced to the Turning—his mind to be imprisoned
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inside a husk of living stone. Yet at the last moment,
Saryon took his place, suffering the eternal torment
for his young master, And joram and his wife
Gwendolyn vanished into the mists that marked the
Border of the World. . . . Now, ten years later, Joram
and Gwendolyn have returned to reclaim their rightful
place in Merilon. Wielding one last time the terrible,
magic-thirsting Darksword, Joram must confront the
evil sorcerer Menju and his army of Technologists
from beyond the Border in a final apocalyptic battle.
Rejoined by Saryon, the mage Mosiah and Simkin,
Joram will fulfill the ancient prophecy of the
Darksword—the prophecy that puts in his hands the
power to destroy the world . . . or save it.

Elven Star
Born without magic, Joram was one of the Dead,
denied the throne of Merilon. For years, he lived
among outlaws, surviving by wit and sleight-of-hand.
Now, wielding the powerful, magic absorbing
Darksword, Joram retums to the enchanted Kingdom
that once was his home to win revenge and claim his
birthright. Here he will test Bishop Vanya and his
fierce army of Duuk-tsarith in a battle unlike any their
world has known. Joined by the scholarly catalyst
Saryon, the young mage Mosiah, and the trickster
Simkin, Jorma confronts the shattering secret of his
past and discovers the ancient prophecy that puts the
fate of the world in his hands--the hands that forged
the Darksword.

Face-Off
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On steamy Pryan, never-ending sunlight and plentiful
rain have created a jungle so vast that humans and
elves dwell high in the trees and only dwarves live
anywhere near the ground. From the treetops the
aristocratic elves sell weapons to the other races,
whose incessant warfare sends a steady steam of
profits and essential resources skyward. Now,
generations of dissent and race hatred will not heal -not even under the threat of annihilation at the hands
of legendary Titans. Armed with little more than their
wits and prophecy, an elf, a human, and a dwarf must
unite to try to save the world from destruction.

Kingmaker
Forging the Darksword))Doom of the
Darksword))Triumph of the Darksword))3 Vols.

Legacy of the Darksword
A galactic revolution has toppled the Starfire dynasty,
and swept into power the harsh Democratic Republic.
To support the murdered king is now punishable by
death. But on distant worlds, the few surviving
Guardians carry a dangerous secret: Somewhere in
the galaxy, they shield the rightful heir to the throne.
Stalking the hidden king is the Warlord, a ruthless
Republican general who wields the bloodsword. Only
a few brave rebels dare to oppose him: young Dion,
who fights to find his destiny; the mercenary Tusk;
the outlaw commander Dixter; and the beautiful Lady
Maigrey, the only person alive who can match the
Warlord’s cunning. Theirs is the ultimate battle
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against a star-spanning corruption—the ultimate
sacrifice for the glory of the lost king’s throne.

Forging the Darksword
David and Leigh Eddings were mythmakers and world
builders of the first order. With The Redemption of
Althalus, the authors of the Belgariad and Malloreon
sagas created a thrilling stand-alone epic—boldly
written and brilliantly imagined. It would be sheer
folly to try to conceal the true nature of Althalus, for
his flaws are the stuff of legend. He is, as all men
know, a thief, a liar, an occasional murderer, an
outrageous braggart, and a man devoid of even the
slightest hint of honor. Yet of all the men in the world,
it is Althalus, unrepentant rogue and scoundrel, who
will become the champion of humanity in its
desperate struggle against the forces of an ancient
god determined to return the universe to nothingness.
On his way to steal The Book from the House at the
End of the World, Althalus is confronted by a cat--a
cat with eyes like emeralds, the voice of a woman,
and the powers of a goddess. She is Dweia, sister to
The Gods and a greater thief even than Althalus. She
must be: for in no time at all, she has stolen his heart.
And more. She has stolen time itself. For when
Althalus leaves the House at the End of the World,
much wiser but not a day older than when he'd first
entered it, thousands of years have gone by. But
Dweia is not the only one able to manipulate time.
Her evil brother shares the power, and while Dweia
has been teaching Althalus the secrets of The Book,
the ancient God has been using the dark magic of his
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own Book to rewrite history. Yet all is not lost. But
only if Althalus, still a thief at heart, can bring
together a ragtag group of men, women, and children
with no reason to trust him or each other. Praise for
The Redemption of Althalus “Highly recommended . . .
Featuring a cast of engaging characters, some fanciful
plot twists, and a light-hearted atmosphere that
should appeal strongly to fans and first-time readers
alike.”—Library Journal “The story takes off. The
interactions between characters, straightforward
plotting, and doses of wry humor keep the tale
humming.”—Booklist “An engaging young reprobate
hero . . . [A] magical realm of good-natured
fun.”—Publishers Weekly “A compelling, involving
story.”—Science Fiction Chronicle
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